the german girl by armando lucas correa goodreads - the german girl a stunningly ambitious and beautiful debut novel perfect for fans of sarah s key and all the light we cannot see the story of a twelve year old girl s harrowing experience fleeing nazi occupied germany with her family and best friend only to discover that the overseas asylum they had been promised is an illusion, amazon com the german girl a novel ebook armando lucas - in a moving first novel armando lucas correa tells the story of the german girl a tale of the holocaust loosely based on historical fact the german girl is hannah rosenthal the blonde blue eyed 11 year old daughter of a wealthy and prominent jewish family in berlin, amazon com the german girl a novel 9781501121234 - in a moving first novel armando lucas correa tells the story of the german girl a tale of the holocaust loosely based on historical fact the german girl is hannah rosenthal the blonde blue eyed 11 year old daughter of a wealthy and prominent jewish family in berlin, the german girl a novel by armando lucas correa - armando lucas correa is an award winning journalist editor author and the recipient of several awards from the national association of hispanic publications and the society of professional journalism he is the author of the international bestseller the german girl which is now being published in thirteen languages he lives in new york city with his partner and their three children, the german girl book by armando lucas correa official - weaving dual time frames and based on a true story the german girl is a beautifully written and deeply poignant story about generations of exiles seeking a place to call home, the german girl a novel by armando lucas correa reading - the german girl sweeps from berlin at the brink of the second world war to cuba on the cusp of revolution to new york in the wake of september 11 before reaching its deeply moving conclusion in the tumult of present day havana based on a true story this masterful novel gives voice to the joys and sorrows of generations of exiles forever